Abstract. While a significant effort is being undertaken by the HumanComputer Interaction community in order to extend current knowledge about how users interact with computing devices and how to design and evaluate new interaction techniques, very little has been done to improve the reliability of software offering such interaction techniques. However, malfunctions and failures occur in interactive systems leading to incidents or accidents that, in aviation for instance, are [22] 80% of the time attributed to human error demonstrating the inadequacy between the system and its operators. As an error may have a huge impact on human life, strong requirements are usually set both on the final system and on the development process itself. Interactive safetycritical systems have to be designed taking into account on an equal basis several properties including usability, reliability and operability while their associated design process is required to handle issues such as scalability, verification, testing and traceability. However, software development solutions in the area of critical systems are not adequate leading to defects especially when the interactive aspects are considered. Additionally, the training program development is always designed independently from the system development leading to operators trained with inadequate material. In this paper we propose a new iterative design process embedding multiple design and modeling techniques (both formal and informal) advocated by HCI and dependable computing domains. These techniques have been adapted and tuned for interactive systems and are used in a synergistic way in order to support the integration of factors such as usability, dependability and operability and at the same time in order to deal with scalability, verification and traceability.
Introduction
Currently, most of the contributions in HCI are related to innovative interaction techniques, reports on User-Centred Design products and systems, prototyping techniques, usability evaluation and user experience. Most of the proposed techniques and methods are usually targeting mass market applications. When dealing with usability they focus on ensuring that the user will accomplish her/his goals in an efficient way, without error and with a maximum satisfaction while when user experience is concerned, they focus on flow, emotions, .... In safety-critical contexts, effectiveness and efficiency to accomplish user tasks are also very important but there are additional constraints to be accounted for on the system being used such as reliability and operability. Additionally, beyond these constraints on the final products, constraints also apply to the development process itself. Requirements for designing and developing safety-critical systems (as defined in standard such as DO-178B [16] or ESARR 6 [15] widely used in aeronautics) aim at ensuring that the various steps of the process are traceable (and have been traced) and that risk analysis has been carried out carefully demonstrating that risk of failure or malfunctions remains at a tolerable level. On the human side, users of such systems are trained to use the system, being required to follow operational procedures and behaving in an appropriate way according to both safety regulations and mission constraints.
This paper proposes a new development process able to address interactive systems issues, safety critical concerns in system development as well as human factors issues. To this end, we integrate in this process, methods, techniques and tools which aim at taking into account usability, reliability and operability. This process is centred on models which are the only way to deal with large systems and complex operator activities. In previous work we have a set of tool-supported notations that can be used to design reliable, usable and operable interactive critical systems [26] . This process enables seamless integration between formal behavioural models of the system components and informal behaviours expressed in standard programming languages. Beyond this computer science view it integrates formal and informal techniques (such as prototyping and usability evaluation) which are necessary when dealing with human factors aspects.
The first section of the paper highlights the key issues that need to be addressed to design and develop interactive safety-critical systems. This section highlights expected properties of the systems to be built (usability, operability, safety and reliability) as well as requirements on the process itself (support for verification, traceability, scalability and to support construction of associated material such as training programme of operators). The second section presents existing design processes that support the development of interactive system. The third section presents the new development process and explains how this process produces usable, dependable and safe interactive systems and how it meets process requirements in the area of safety critical systems. The last section exemplifies how this process has been implemented to design and develop a satellite ground segment application and presents why and how requirements identified in section 2 are met.
Requirements for design and development of interactive systems in safety critical contexts
We propose to analyze two kinds of concerns that are still open issues in the safetycritical domain: nonfunctional requirements for the system, but also requirements on the development process. These two types of requirements are detailed in the next paragraphs.
Requirements for the system to be produced
This sub-section details which properties have to be taken into account during the development process of a safety-critical interactive system and the reasons why.
Usability and operability
Safety critical systems aim at achieving safety-critical missions (e.g. controls a spatial aircraft, carry people from a destination to another, monitoring a power plant...). Humans that interact with such systems operate the system, i.e. they use it according to predetermined procedures, predetermined tasks and predetermined behaviors they have been trained to master, in contexts that have been analyzed during the system design.
Usability term usually refers to effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. But, designed safety-critical interactive systems are also required being operable, i.e. they are required providing all of the needed functionalities so that the user is able to control the system and to accomplish all the possible tasks she/he can be requested to perform. Additionally, designed system has also to be error-tolerant and safe. Since a few years, these properties have been tackled by consolidated cross-domain taxonomies of usability, generally from a software perspective. Operability, Error tolerance [2] and software safety [45] have been added to the usability definition.
Reliability
It is now widely agreed upon that in order to easier to use systems, generic and specific functionalities have to be offered to the users of such systems. However, increasing the number of functionalities by adding, for instance, undo/redo mechanisms, WYSIWYG facilities increases the likelihood of system crashes. In particular, the current reliability level of software suites proposed by main software companies clearly show that building reliable interactive software is still a challenge for software development teams. While rebooting the systems is the most reasonable action in order to recover from a software crash, this is totally unacceptable in realtime safety critical systems where people life is at stake.
Safety
This property aims at classifying systems which will not endanger the human life or the environment [46] . Current User-Centred Design approaches and model-based design methods do not explicitly account for potential erroneous human and technical behaviour. But, particular attention is paid to the design and development of a safetycritical system, especially with the transversal activity of safety management. Goal is to ensure that the risk associated with the use of the system is tolerable. And risks are usually quantified and classified to provide a common understanding of tolerance. Safety integrity levels (SIL) enable to characterize the effects of a failure condition in the system. The failure conditions are usually categorized by their effects on the system, users and environment. Table 1 presents a classification of safety integrity levels for space systems 16420-1 [20] . Another example is the classification for aircraft software DO178-B [16] , which identify 5 safety integrity levels (Catastrophic, Hazardous, Major, Minor, No effect).
The safety expert has to analyse incidents and accidents that occurred on similar systems, in order to prevent accidents from re-occurring. Identification of system functions or boundaries, together with hazards and risks analysis enables to determine required safety integrity levels for each system function. Hazards and risks analysis are part of the safety assessment process and consists in examining the effect of a failure condition in the system. A safety integrity level is associated to each part of the system after that a safety analysis has been performed by an expert. 
Requirements for the design-and-development process
This section details the concerns taken into account for the development process of a safety-critical interactive system including support to handle scalability, verification and traceability and training.
Scalability
The complete specification of interactive application is now increasingly considered as a requirement in the field of software for safety critical systems due to their increasing use as the main control interface for such systems. As the user interface as a part of command and control systems may represent a huge quantity of code, User Interface Tools must provide ways to address this complexity. Support only dealing with code management is not enough and there is thus a critical need for addressing this complexity at a higher level of abstraction. This paper argues that one possible way to deal with these issues is to follow the same path as in the field of software engineering where modeling activities and model-based approaches take the lead with standards like UML. Several contributions argue for this approach [38] , and especially when new interaction techniques have to be addressed during the development process (such as the so-called Post-WIMP [21] or animations [14] ).
Verification
Verification techniques aim at providing ways for ensuring systems reliability prior to implementation. User Interface Tools that would provide such capabilities would empower developers by offering means for reasoning about their systems at a higher level of abstraction.
Formal description techniques support verification and make it possible to assess properties such as: whatever state the system is in, at least one interactive object is enabled, mutual exclusion of actions, reachability of specific states [36] . Testing activities also support verification and model-based approaches [8] featuring formal description techniques can provide support to developers in the later phases of the development process where the intrinsic nature of interactive systems makes them very hard to address properly otherwise. For instance, the event-based nature of interactive systems makes them impossible to test without tool support for the generation of the possible test cases. Work in this field is still preliminary but contributions are available for WIMP interaction techniques providing means for regression testing [29] and coverage criteria [30] .
Traceability
Traceability of requirements throughout the whole design and development process is explicitly required for safety-critical systems, from system requirements to all source code or executable object code. DO-178B [16] requires the use of methods and techniques for systematically exploring design options and for supporting the traceability of design decisions. Similarly, ESARR [15] on Software in Air Traffic Management Systems explicitly requires traceability to be addressed in respect of all software requirements. However, such standards only define what must be done in terms of traceability but provide no information on how such goals can be reached by analysts and developers.
Training
Human operating a safety-critical system has to be trained and qualified [26] . Users of such systems have to also to be "adapted" (or prepared) to use the system. Indeed, training is the mean to achieve this goal and is therefore mandatory for users of critical systems. Related work presented in [1] and [43] argue that training enables: -Ensuring that operators have reached a required level of skill and knowledge before using the system. -Enhancing and maintaining users' performances.
-Decreasing the number of human errors while using the system.
Training programs of safety critical systems have to be designed in such a way that the future user has been evaluated as being able to operate the system she/he has be trained to use. To achieve this goal, Systematic Approaches to Training are widely used across application domains of safety-critical systems [23] [26] . Unfortunately, users of interactive critical systems have not always been trained on the system they are going to use. In best cases, they have been trained on simulators of real systems that mimic the expected system's behavior. The development process should provide a way to ensure that users are prepared to the complete system's behavior.
Limitations of existing design processes for interactive systems
Proposing processes for the development of software systems has been a recurring activity of researchers and practitioners in the area of software engineering. Indeed, managing large scale software systems requires structured and systematic approaches for coping with the complexity.
Legacy software development processes
The early waterfall model proposed in the 70s [43] is made up of eight steps ranging from "system requirement" phase to "operation" phase. While such structured processes (and the following versions such as the V model from [28] ) promote the construction of reliable software by building the "system right", they have also demonstrated their difficulty in building the "right system" i.e. a system corresponding to the needs of the various stakeholders especially in the context of unstable and evolving requirements. To try to address such concerns the spiral development process promoted by Boehm [9] has introduced the production of specific artifacts called prototypes in order to first identify the adequacy of the current version of the software with clients' requirements, and second provide a framework for handling explicitly iterations. It took nearly 10 years (and a significant increase in software size and complexity) to understand that such iterative processes were not delivering as expected, as demonstrated by a thorough study of more than 8000 project in 382 companies reported by the same Barry Boehm [10] in 2006. As identified in this study, the main drawback of these early software development processes (beyond the inherent difficulty of building large and complex system products) was the difficulty to identify user needs and to produce software meeting both those needs and to encompass ever evolving new technologies.
User centered software design processes
Even though it took a long time to make its way in the area of software engineering, the necessity of designing software compliant with user need and user capabilities has been recognized as critical in the area of Human-Computer Interaction much earlier.
The User Centered Design approach (introduced in [33] ) has promoted to place userrelated consideration at the center of the development processes. Several processes have since been proposed to take into account usability while designing an interactive system. Hartson et al. [18] and Collins [12] identified mandatory steps to design usable system. Curtis & Hefley [13] first tried to match software development processes with usability engineering and techniques. Rauterberg [40] identified more precisely design steps to involve end-users in an iterative-cyclic development process. Goränsson et al. [17] proposed a design process centered on usability: "The usability design process is a UCSD approach for developing usable interactive systems, combining usability engineering with interaction design, and emphasizing extensive active user involvement throughout the iterative process". This work highlights that design processes for interactive systems are required to be highly iterative and to promote multiple designs through evolvable prototypes in order to accommodate requirements changes and results from usability evaluations. However, such processes have put too much emphasis on the user side forgetting the complex reality of software development.
Agile approaches to software development
Iterative or agile approaches, such as Scrum [47] , advocate that requirements tuning is performed by means of rapid and systematic iterations. However, including the last version of Scrum released end of 2011 there is still no reference to end user. Validation of prototypes by clients will not provide feedback to developers about compatibility with users' tasks and activities for instance. This has been clearly stated and identified in [48] where User Centered and Agile approaches where compared and assessed. Beyond that, task/artifact lie cycle as identified in [11] adds a new dimension to user needs evolution. Indeed, as described in the studies reported in that paper, the fact of providing users with new tool (even if the tools are perfectly in line with their needs) will change the needs as the work and practice of users will evolve due to this particular new tool. This demonstrates the need to involve end users throughout the development process to test, validate the systems and redefine their needs, as promoted by several research contributions [19] .
Another very different problem lays in the iterative nature of the agile and spiral processes. Indeed, (as advocated by the early development processes such as waterfall or V) without identified phases gathering in one same location all the information required, software development will be chaotic resulting in hard to manage, test and modify software that has been built adding regularly new functionalities without following a global and thorough design. While this might not be a big problem when small and rather simple applications are considered, when it comes to large scale and complex systems (as satellite ground segments) this might have significant impacts both in term of development costs and resources but also in terms of reliability and dependability. To handle such complexity model-based approaches such as UML or [37] provide abstraction and domain specific notations. However, approaches such as Scrum or the Spiral model reject the use of models due to the cost in terms of effort and time. Table 2 presents a synthetic view on coverage of requirements by types of development processes, which have been presented in this section. It highlights the absence of appropriate development processes for interactive critical systems, as no one of them is covering all of the requirements. During, the past 20 years, various contributions issued by the authors targeted to create, evaluate and enhance scalable techniques, methods, notations and tools to support the design of interactive systems which could fulfill usability, reliability and safety properties. These contributions support the creation of a new development process which takes into account requirements for the system to be produced, but also requirements for the design and development process. Next section presents the new development process which is iterative (to support incremental developments and evolution of needs and requirements) integrating task models and end-user evaluation (to handle the always evolving users' needs and to ensure usability) while proposing extensive use of models (to ensure reliability of the software). In this next section, at each stage of the development process, one or more references are cited to indicate the technique, notation, tool and/or method used to support this development process.
A development process for safety critical interactive systems
The proposed process takes into account previously presented system properties and previously presented development process constraints. It leverages informal HCI techniques (including mock-ups, low-fidelity prototyping, field studies…) and formal HCI techniques (including formal description techniques, formal analysis, performance evaluation…) to address usability, reliability and operability properties that generally not targeted simultaneously. -The required activity of traceability of choices and decisions throughout this development process (by the large arrow on the right-hand side of the diagram).
-The required activity of safety management (by the large arrow on the left-hand side of the diagram), which is also a transversal activity that starts in the early stage of the design project with hazards and risks analysis activities and that will end when the system will not be in use anymore.
The first phase (disc I in Fig. 1 ) includes safety analysis activities such as incident and accidents analysis, existing systems analysis (or extant analysis), hazards and risks analysis. At the end of this first phase, needs and requirements for the system have been set, including safety integrity levels for each part of the system. The next step of interactive critical system design (disc II in Fig. 1 ) is triggered and will issue a very high-fidelity prototype as well as several types of models and descriptions for the next phases of training program development (disc III in Fig. 1 ) and system deployment (disc IV in Fig. 1 ).
4.1
Interactive Critical System Design Fig. 2 presents a more detailed view of this development process making explicit the three specific sub-phases of the interactive critical system design process: -Task analysis and modeling phase (under discs 3 and 7 in Fig. 2 , detailed in §4.2) -Low-fidelity prototyping iterative phase (loop represented by discs 2, 3 4 and 5 in Fig. 2 , detailed in §4.3) -Very-high fidelity prototyping iterative phase (loop represented by discs 6, 7, 8, 9
and 10 in Fig. 2 , detailed in §4.4)
Task analysis and task modeling phase
Task analysis and task modeling (discs 3 and 8 in Fig. 2 ) aim at understanding and describing user activities. This key step in the process enables to ensure that: -The system is providing the complete set of needed functionality to support user activities (related to effectiveness property of the usability factor). -The user will be able to accomplish his/her goals in an acceptable timeframe while using the system (related to the efficiency property of the usability factor). Task analysis and modeling activities (discs 3 and 8 in Fig. 2 ) may have been started in earlier phases (as described in paragraph "Needs and requirements analysis"), however, this activities are central to the design phase of the proposed process. It highly supports the design of a usable interactive system as it enables to identify precisely goals, tasks and activities that have to be led by the operator. Task models bring additional advantages to task analysis: the structuration of the gathered information about operators' activities and the possibility to use software tools to compute, analyze and simulate these models. When supported by a task modeling notation and tool featuring human tasks refinement (cognitive, motor, perceptive tasks) and complex activities edition and simulation, this step enables qualitative analysis of user or operator tasks (disc 4 and 9 in Fig. 2 ).
Fig. 2. Detailed view of the development process
Task analysis and modeling activities are also supports for: -Task deviation analysis (disc 2bis in Fig. 2 ) -Conformance analysis between prototypes and user task (disc 5 in Fig. 2 ) -Conformance analysis between task models and system behavioral models by connecting the input/output event handlers to the interactive input/output user tasks (disc 10 in Fig. 2 ). -Human error and task deviation analysis [35] in case of high safety integrity levels (discs 2bis and 2ter in Fig. 2 ). -Quantitative analysis of user performances (disc 11 in Fig. 2 ).
Low-fidelity prototyping iterative phase
Low-Fi iterative phase (discs 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 2 ) aims at preparing first versions of the interactive system and enables to evaluate first design outcomes without engaging too much human and financial resource at this stage of the process. Furthermore, it is also a first detection steps for potential safety issues.
Once low-fidelity prototypes are compliant with user tasks, the validated materials can be forwarded to the next phase.
Formal modeling, informal modeling and very high-fidelity prototyping
Very Hi-Fi prototyping and modeling phase (discs 7, 7bis, 8, 9, 10 and 11 in Fig. 2 ) is heavily based on two types of models: task models and system models. One of the critical aspects of having several models for the same interactive application is to support the resulting activity of ensuring conformance and compatibility of these models. We already proposed several ways of addressing such compatibility in [6] but it has been extended in order to deal also with the training and operational concerns [26] . Formal description techniques are the only means for both modeling in a precise and unambiguous way all the components of an interactive application (presentation, dialogue and functional core) and to propose techniques for reasoning about (and also verifying) the models. Applying formal description techniques can be beneficial during the various phases of the development process from the early phases (requirements analysis and elicitation) to the later ones including evaluation (testing). Fig. 3 details the task allocation and integration of competencies in the process. It shows how analysis, design and development artifacts coming from software engineering, HCI and safety management can be used in a synergistic way to: -Test if required usability, reliability and safety integrity levels are reached.
-Identify problems if required levels of usability, reliability and safety integrity have not been reached.
The very high-fidelity prototyping phase produces very high-fidelity prototypes of the system, complete and unambiguous description of the system and of safety software barriers as well as precise description of expected user behaviors. It enables fine tuning of these prototypes, descriptions and models to ensure that system's behavior will be fully compatible with user tasks and will prevent human error to endanger the system and its environment. All of these materials are the inputs of the next phase. 
Selective formal modeling
The safety analysis activity at the beginning of the development process has enabled to determine the boundaries between different parts of the system and the required safety integrity level (SIL, presented in section 2.1.3) for each of these parts. Associating a SIL to parts of the system allow to characterize the impact of a fault, failure or error on the system and its environment. When the required SIL is high, the use of models is easily justified and the use of formal models is recommended to verify and validate the system's behaviour avoiding fault occurrence by additional work at design time. For low SIL, standard development methods (involving either semi-formal approach like UML or programming languages) are adequate.
Training program development
The integration of the training program development as a phase of the system development process itself (disc III in Fig. 1 ) aims at producing the most optimized possible training program w.r.t. the designed system. Training program is based on the complete and unambiguous description of the system's behavior (very highfidelity prototype and models). Model-based approaches provide a unique opportunity for integrating, in a unified iterative process, the four main artifacts i.e. tasks models, operational procedures, training scenarios and interactive system models required to be designed for usable, learnable and reliable command and control systems. This phase of the proposed development process has been detailed in [26] .
Human error and safety management
The process is compliant with existing human error and safety management activities. Indeed, it supports human error and task deviation analysis (Task Analysis for Error Identification technique) [35] and software safety barriers modeling [20] . And, the task error models could be reused as safety management artifact (task error pattern) from one version of the system to the next and from one system to another. These task error patterns would contribute to the next hazards and risks analysis.
Traceability
The proposed process supports the traceability of requirements and design choices throughout the whole design process. Previous work on design rationale and traceability of requirements [25] can be integrated to this development process in order to support the record and analysis of design choices. Functional and nonfunctional requirements can be traced w.r.t. this design choices to perform coverage analysis. This work can be fully integrated within this approach and furthermore, as well as design artifacts (such as task models, scenarios, system models) can be bound to design choices, task models with error patterns and software safety models can also be bound to requirements and design choices.
Tools supporting the development process
As we mentioned in sections 2 and 3, supporting notation and tools for user tasks and system behavior are needed to handle usability within large-scale systems. In order to apply the development process we used two existing notations, one for task modeling and one for system behavior modeling. An expressive and scalable task modeling notation is required to support the design of a usable interactive application. HAMSTERS [24] (Human-centered Assessment and Modeling to Support Task Engineering for Resilient Systems) is a task modeling notation designed for representing the decomposition of human goals into activities (perceptive, cognitive, motor, interactive…). It supports the description of large-scale and complex tasks and its associated software tool (also called HAMSTERS) enables to edit task models and simulate their execution.
A formal notation is required to support the design of a dependable system, especially when high safety integrity levels have to be reached. ICO formalism [32] and associated Petshop IDE also provides support for specifying entirely an interactive system behavior (scalability) and for integrating software components to ICO formal models and then enabling: -The integration of low safety integrity level components with high safety integrity level components. -The integration of models of software safety barriers [20] .
The last element highlighted by the development process is the need for performance evaluation for assessing the actual performance of the application (and the interaction techniques, disc 10 on Fig. 2) . Here again the Petri net based description technique of ICOs is very useful as Petri nets are one of the very few formalism providing both verification and performance evaluation supports as demonstrated by [34] .
Furthermore, the two tools, HAMSTERS and Petshop have been integrated in a software development framework, which provides support for correspondence matching between the two types of models and co-execution of the very high-fidelity prototype with the underlying system and task models [3] .
Application of the development process to satellite monitoring and control applications
In order to ensure its feasibility, the proposed development process has been applied to large scale ground segment applications. This section summarizes the results from the application of this process and highlights how requirements for designed product and for design and development process have been met.
Context in which the process has been applied
This case study is part of the work that has been done for the TORTUGA 1 research and technology initiative, which aims at improving the reliability of both ground segment systems and users involved in the operation of such systems. Many models and prototypes have been produced for different industrial case studies accomplished within this research project but only a few are shown, due to space constraints. Different entities are involved in the satellite application domain: the space segment (including the spacecraft) and the ground segment (made up of antennas for communication and the mission control system). Our focus is the operation control system. This system is in charge of maintaining the spacecraft in operation. During early validation phases of various ground segment applications, operators have encountered usability issues. CNES (French National Space Studies Center) Ground segment products department and Operations department agreed to study the feasibility of approaches developed within Tortuga project on a monitoring and control application of a ground segment. For this purpose, we applied the development process exposed in previous section to design and develop a very highfidelity prototype for a new ground segment application and associated training sessions. We only provide here the excerpt necessary to discuss the application of the proposed development process. Indeed, tasks and operations of a mission control system are more numerous than what is presented here.
Artifacts produced during the application of the process
The first steps in applying this process have been to analyze existing documentation about the procedures operators have to follow, about the system they were using and their associated user manuals. Several observations of operators in command and control rooms have been conducted (for two different satellite missions). Operators have been interviewed and have been filled in questionnaires. The analysis of these artifacts led to produce a list of user needs as well as scenarios and task models. A human error analysis also led to produce task models of operators' potential interaction errors. Fig. 4 a) presents an extract of the task model describing the setup of a redundant solar panel of the satellite (SADA2) if a failure on the in charge solar panel (SADA1) has occurred. It indicates that the operator has to select a particular procedure "Switch ON SADA2" while using the ground segment application. Then, the operator has to activate the procedure. This will send a particular Telecommand to the satellite, which will start to rotate the solar panel. Then the operator will have to confirm the stop of the solar panel rotation. In this example, we focus on one type of error but an example of a complete case study of task analysis for error identification can be found in [35] . Human errors can occur while accomplishing this procedure to setup the redundant solar panel. For example, Fig. 4 b) presents the task model of erroneous actions performed by the operator in that case. From the Human Error Reference Table [35] , an interference error [41] or associative-activation error [39] can occur if the operators click on "YES" while they had decided not to confirm stop or if they click on "NO" while they had decided to confirm stop (confirmation pop up in Fig.6 ).
Five low-fidelity prototypes have been produced and confronted to task models and to operators, then very-high fidelity prototyping phase started. This phase led to produce formal models (11 ICO models) of the ground segment application prototype and presentation part of the user interface (a screenshot of the UI is presented in Fig.  6 ), but also formal behavioral models (15 ICO models) of the procedures executed by the operators. Fig. 5 shows an excerpt of the ICO model corresponding to the procedure of switching to the redundant solar panel. This excerpt describes the system's behavior when it displays the message pop up to confirm that solar panel rotation will be stopped.
The presented notation and tool framework enables the binding of task models, system models and very Hi-Fi prototype. For example, task "Confirm stop, click a) b)
YES" in Fig. 4 a) corresponds to transition "msgYES_stopSADA2Rotation" in Fig. 5 and to "Yes" button of the confirmation pop up in Fig. 6 .
Fig. 5. Extract of the ICO model for switching to the redundant solar panel
Formal behavioral models of the system and of the procedures are put in correspondence with task models in the HAMSTERS-Petshop IDE. These models coexecute with the presentation part of the user interface (Fig. 6 ). Conformance and consistency between operators' tasks and prototype has been validated and training sessions have been developed and executed thanks to these produced artifacts. Fig. 6 . Excerpt of the last iteration of the very high-fidelity prototype Table 3 presents statistics about the artifacts produced while applying the development process. It is important to note that we only addressed in the project the most common functions in the ground segment applications deployed at CNES. We consider here neither mission-related functions nor specific aspect of the ground segments related to a specific satellite. 
How requirements are met throughout the development process

Presented in this article
The application of the development process to industrial projects proves the scalability of the proposed tool-supported approach. Task analysis and modeling supports the usability and operability of the designed and developed applications. Formal descriptions of the application behavior and of the operational procedures provide support for reliability. Safety concerns are addressed through the identification of human errors and tasks deviations (represented in the tasks models).
Not presented in this article
Going further in supporting usability, fine logging techniques, introduced in [34] , enables quantitative analysis of user performance while using the system. These logging techniques can support in a very efficient way standard usability evaluation techniques especially when new and complex interaction techniques (such as multimodal ones) are considered [7] . Training is integrated as first class citizen in the development process. A detailed case study describing the training program development process and underlying concepts (such as Systematic Approach to Training), as well as the way our modelbased approach can be used to leverage this process is described in [26] . Tasks models and system models are extremely useful for assessing the coverage of the training program and its adequateness to both the operators' tasks and system behavior.
Safety management phases are not described in details in this case study but complete examples can be found in previous work [35] [4] and can be fully integrated in the proposed process. In particular, hazards and risk analysis techniques as well as safety integrity levels identification techniques [46] can be used within the proposed process. Additionally, It has been demonstrated in previous work that safety modeling [4] and software barrier modeling [5] phases can be plugged-in directly in the proposed process, as part of an integrated framework. Training is also linked to those aspects as many operations are defined for managing incidents and failures that by definition have a low probability of occurrence and thus require regular re-training in order not to be forgotten.
Traceability of the needs and requirements throughout the whole development process and design choices can be achieved [25] using adequate notations and tools which are complementary to those presented in this article.
Verification of the application can be achieved through applying formal techniques related to Petri nets (which are the underlying formalism of ICO) [36] .
Conclusion
This paper proposed a development process for the design, implementation and evaluation of safety critical interactive systems. It deals explicitly with requirements that target interactive critical systems (requirements for the system and requirements for the development process). Beyond that it integrates the training program within the process providing a unique opportunity to deliver timely and with a perfect match both a system and its training material. It also explicitly describes the articulation between high-level SILs and low-level ones and thus provides integration for formal and informal approaches.
The excerpts from the industrial application of the process are presented to show what the various products of the development process are and do not aim at being comprehensive. While it is very difficult (not to say impossible) to demonstrate the validity of a development process we have tried to report at each step its advantages and its limitations. To go beyond this case study we would like to emphasize the fact that this contribution is built upon several contributions and comes from the outcomes of the implementation of these contributions in several critical application domains such as space ground segments applications, interactive cockpits of large civil aircrafts and air traffic control management.
Future work is directed towards multi-users interactions and activities as well as computer mediated communication with remote users thus handling explicitly the issues related to team work both in a local setting and remote. We also focus our work on the issues related to automation and more precisely at providing means for designing automation in a user-centered way and to ensure that safety critical requirement are taken into account throughout the development process.
